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Interoceptive predictions in the brain
Lisa Feldman Barrett and W. Kyle Simmons

Abstract | Intuition suggests that perception follows sensation and therefore bodily
feelings originate in the body. However, recent evidence goes against this logic:
interoceptive experience may largely reflect limbic predictions about the expected
state of the body that are constrained by ascending visceral sensations. In this
Opinion article, we introduce the Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding
model, which integrates an anatomical model of corticocortical connections with
Bayesian active inference principles, to propose that agranular visceromotor
cortices contribute to interoception by issuing interoceptive predictions. We then
discuss how disruptions in interoceptive predictions could function as a common
vulnerability for mental and physical illness.
For many decades, neuroscientists under‑
stood the brain as a ‘stimulus–response’
organ, consisting of individual neurons
that lie dormant until stimulated. In this
traditional model, learning and experi‑
ence merely modulate neural activity that
is driven by sensory events in the world. In
recent years, scientists have come to realize
that the brain probably does not work this
way. Instead, research and theory are con‑
verging on the idea of the brain as an active
inference generator that functions according
to a Bayesian approach to probability: sensory
inputs constrain estimates of prior probabil‑
ity (from past experience) to create the pos‑
terior probabilities that serve as beliefs about
the causes of such inputs in the present 1,2.
According to this active inference account,
the brain forms neural representations that are
constructed from previous experience. These
function as a generative model of how stimuli
in the environment cause sensations. Rather
than neurons simply lying dormant until
information arrives via the external sensors
of the body (that is, the eyes, ears and taste
receptors, among others), the brain anticipates
incoming sensory inputs, which it implements
as predictions that cascade throughout the
cortex. As predictions propagate across corti‑
cal regions (following their roughly centrifugal
connections3), they modulate the firing of
neurons within cortical columns in anticipa‑
tion of these regions receiving actual sensory

input from the environment. In this way,
predictions (with prior probabilities) function
as hypotheses about the world that can be
tested against sensory signals that arrive in the
brain. The goal is to minimize the difference
between the brain’s prediction and incoming
sensation (that is, the ‘prediction error’). This
can be achieved in any of three ways: first,
by propagating the error back along cortical
connections to modify the prediction; second,
by moving the body to generate the predicted
sensations; and third, by changing how the
brain attends to or samples incoming sensory
input. In this active inference framework,
perception and action are tightly coupled, with
both arising from the brain’s hypotheses about
the world and constrained by sensory inputs
from the world. By this account, action drives
perception to reduce prediction error.
At present, there is empirical evidence4,5
that the visual and auditory processing
systems operate according to the principles
of active inference. However, from the per‑
spective of the brain, the representation of
the ‘world’ includes not only exteroceptive
sensations from the external environment,
but also interoceptive sensations from the
internal milieu of the body (such as those
relating to heart rate, glucose levels, build‑up
of carbon dioxide in the bloodstream, tem‑
perature, inflammation and so on). Although
interoception is often studied in the context
of emotion, it is a fundamental feature of the
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human nervous system that has relevance
for many biological, as well as psychological,
phenomena6–10, such as eating, craving and
decision making.
In this Opinion article, we introduce the
Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding
(EPIC) model as an active inference account
of interoception that is based on recent
developments in the understanding of how
predictions and prediction errors flow within
the laminar architecture of corticocortical
connections. To understand this flow, we use
Barbas and colleagues’ structural model of
corticocortical connections11,149. Although
other researchers have previously discussed
the concept of interoceptive predictions12–15,
these accounts have focused primarily on
particular brain structures, such as the ante‑
rior insula. Our integration of the structural
model with the active inference account
is highly consistent with early theoretical
proposals for neurally implementing active
inference schemes (such as that described
by Mumford in 1991 (REF. 16)) that are now
gaining increasing empirical support 17.
Our approach builds on existing discus‑
sions of interoceptive prediction in several
distinct ways. First, the EPIC model incor‑
porates a wider interoceptive system that
has been verified in tracer studies of the
macaque brain18–26 (rather than focusing
on individual brain regions). Second, the
EPIC model implements active inference as
the flow of prediction and prediction-error
signals through the cortical lamination
gradients within this interoceptive system
using the structural model of corticocorti‑
cal connections11,149. Third, the EPIC model
provides a basis for further speculations on
the broader role of interoceptive predictions
in dynamic coordination of brain activity.
Last, we discuss the implications of the EPIC
model for the neuroscience of mental and
physical illness.
Active inference in the cortex
A brief summary of laminar organization
within the human cortex is presented in
FIG. 1. The figure depicts elements of both
the intracortical laminar architecture and the
corticocortical connections that support the
EPIC model. Barbas and colleagues’ structural
model describes how laminar organization
VOLUME 16 | JULY 2015 | 419
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Figure 1 | Intracortical architecture and intercortical connectivity for predictive coding. Cortical
columns are defined by different numbers of layers (also called laminae), with each layer having characteristic cell types and patterns of intracortical and intercortical connectivity. Granular cortex (right)
is characterized by six differentiated laminae (layers I–VI), with layer IV containing granule cells, which
are excitatory spiny stellate neurons (purple) that amplify and distribute thalamocortical inputs
throughout the column. Granular cortex also contains many spiny pyramidal neurons throughout its
infragranular and supragranular layers. Pyramidal neurons have: a triangular soma, from which basal
dendrites project; an ascending apical dendrite, often with large dendritic tufts in layer I; and a single
axon that descends and projects out of the cortical column (sometimes with multiple collaterals). By
contrast, agranular cortex (left) does not have a fully expressed layer IV and has a poorly differentiated
boundary between layer II and layer III. These upper laminae contain relatively fewer pyramidal neurons than does granular cortex. However, agranular cortex contains relatively greater numbers of large
pyramidal neurons in layer V and layer VI than in its upper layers. Despite not having a defined layer IV
with granule cells, agranular cortex still receives thalamic projections; however, the sensory information that enters agranular cortex is less amplified and less well redistributed throughout the column
than in granular cortex. Dysgranular cortex is found in transition zones between granular and agranular
regions and contains a small but defined layer IV and a distinctive (although rudimentary) layer II and
layer III. This figure is not intended to be comprehensive but rather highlights laminar and cellular
characteristics that are important for understanding the Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding
(EPIC) model and its predictions. (For example, in the primate brain, cytoarchitecture varies from posterior to anterior, with posterior columns containing a greater number of cells in layer II and layer III
than do anterior columns, and anterior columns containing relatively fewer neurons but a greater
number of connections147; in addition, the cytoarchitectonic structure varies among different primate
species, particularly in the density of connections within the anterior portions of the cortex148.)
According to the EPIC model, prediction neurons (depicted as green pyramidal neurons) in deep layers
of agranular cortex drive active inference by sending sensory predictions via projections (green lines)
to supragranular layers of dysgranular and granular sensory cortices. Prediction-error neurons
(depicted as red pyramidal neurons) in the supragranular layers of granular cortex compute the difference between the predicted and received sensory signal, and send prediction-error signals via
projections (red lines) back to the deep layers of agranular cortical regions. Precision cells (depicted
as blue pyramidal neurons) tune the gain on predictions and prediction error dynamically, thereby
giving these signals reduced (or, in some cases, greater) weight depending on the relative confidence
in the descending predictions or the reliability of incoming sensory signals.

influences information flow between corti‑
cal regions11,149, and this model also provides
a plausible neural architecture for active
inference throughout the brain (BOX 1; see
Supplementary information S1 (box)). In
our integration of the structural and active

inference models, predictions originate in
cortical columns with less laminar differen‑
tiation (such as in agranular cortex) and are
propagated to areas with greater laminar dif‑
ferentiation (such as granular cortex). In the
prototypical case, prediction signals originate
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in the deep layers (primarily layer V) of corti‑
cal regions in which there are many projection
neurons, and terminate in the supragranular
division of dysgranular and granular regions —
principally on dendrites in layer I, as well as on
neurons in layer II and layer III11,27,28,149.
Predictions that arrive at a cortical col‑
umn change the firing rates of neurons in
layers I–III (but particularly in layer IIIb28)
in anticipation of the thalamic input that
arrives there; for example, in primary sensory
regions, sensory input arrives — via core
(class 1) thalamic projections — at layer IV29,
which contains neurons with dendrites that
extend through layer III and layer V30. In this
way, predictions from less-differentiated cor‑
tical columns modulate the ongoing pattern
of activity in the more-differentiated corti‑
cal columns, thereby anticipating incoming
sensory input to layer IV (as well as the lower
portion of layer III and the upper portion of
layer V). We speculate that this is the neural
basis of what psychologists call ‘perceptual
inference’ or ‘simulation’ (as reviewed by
Barsalou31).
If the pattern of firing in a cortical column
sufficiently anticipates the afferent thalamic
input as it arrives at the column, then there
will be little or no difference between the pre‑
dicted signal and the sensory signal — that
is, there will be little or no prediction error
and thus no need to change the simulation. If
some adjustment to firing among the upper
and middle layers is required to accom‑
modate the incoming thalamic input, the
difference between the expected and received
input is computed as a prediction error.
In the active inference framework, the
goal is to minimize prediction error. In a nor‑
mal functioning brain, prediction errors can
be minimized in three ways28,32. First, the pre‑
diction error can be propagated back along
the cortical connections to modify the pre‑
diction. Second, the incoming thalamic input
can be modified by moving the body (via sig‑
nals to the motor system) to actively change
the incoming sensory stimulation. Third,
the brain’s intrinsic and widely distributed
cognitive control networks33–38 can change
the focus of attention by biasing the influence
of incoming sensory input. Physiologically,
this third mechanism of error minimization
corresponds to modulating the gain or excit‑
ability of neurons that represent different
sensory features. Computationally, this repre‑
sents the expected salience or precision (that
is, reliability) of sensory signals39.
When the active inference framework
is integrated with the structural model11,149,
prediction-error signals are computed in
cortical regions that have greater laminar
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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differentiation (such as granular cortices)
and project to cortical regions with less lami‑
nar differentiation (such as agranular corti‑
ces). Prototypically, prediction-error signals
originate in the superficial layers and project
to the deep layers; this is consistent with prior
suggestions (for example, by Shipp et al.28)
that prediction-error signals are computed
primarily in supragranular cortical layers.
Some of the pyramidal neurons within a

cortical column, particularly within layer II
and layer IIIa, function as precision units that
dynamically modify the gain on neurons that
compute prediction error. Precision units
effectively reduce (or in some cases increase)
the weight of incoming sensory input (and
therefore prediction errors) on the basis of
the relative confidence in the descending
predictions or confidence in the reliability of
incoming sensory signals28.

Box 1 | Barbas and colleagues’ structural model of corticocortical connections
In 1997, Barbas and Rempel-Clower11 published a structural model of corticocortical connections by
analysing projection patterns in macaque prefrontal and temporal cortices. Using anterograde and
retrograde tracers, they showed that laminar structure is related to the distribution of projection
neurons in cortical columns. Their resulting structural model has successfully predicted the flow of
information in frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital cortices in experiments in macaques and
cats128–131 and outperforms other models of corticocortical connections132. For example, compared
with the Felleman and van Essen model133 — which only considers the differentiation in the
termination site and suffers from many prediction violations133 — the structural model considers the
relative laminar differentiation in both the origin and termination of cortical connections. In
addition, the structural model does not assume a strictly linear posterior–anterior lamination
gradient across the brain to predict the flow of information, unlike Felleman and van Essen’s model
and Kennedy and colleagues’ Distance Rule model134; this difference is important for our Embodied
Predictive Interoception Coding (EPIC) model, as the regions that are most important for an active
inference model of interoception do not show such a linear gradient135 (see Supplementary
information S1 (box)).
According to the structural model, projections from less-differentiated cortical regions (such as
agranular cortex with undifferentiated layer II and layer III, and without a fully expressed layer IV)
primarily originate in the deep layers (layer V and layer VI) and terminate in upper layers of regions
with a more fully developed laminar organization (such as granular cortex; see upper half of part a in
the figure). Conversely, more-differentiated cortical regions (for example, granular cortex with a
fully expressed granular layer) have projections that originate mostly in the upper layers and that
terminate predominantly in deep layers of regions with less-differentiated laminar architecture (for
example, agranular cortex; see lower half of part a in the figure). In the case of lateral corticocortical
connections for which there is little or no difference in laminar differentiation between sites of origin
and termination (see part b in the figure), axons can originate and terminate in any layer, although
they rarely originate in layer IV because the overwhelming majority of layer IV neurons are local
circuit interneurons that do not project outside the column. Box figure is adapted from Barbas, H. &
Rempel-Clower, N., Cortical structure predicts the pattern of corticocortical connections, Cereb.
Cortex, 1997, 7, 7, 635–646, by permission of Oxford University Press.
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Integrating the active inference approach1
with the structural model of corticocorti‑
cal connections11,149 into one framework
provides a flexible model for generating
specific hypotheses about the transmission
of predictions and prediction errors across
the lamination gradients within the cortex.
Importantly, granular cortices have a fully
expressed layer IV that can amplify and
redistribute thalamic input into the rest of
their cortical columns. They also have many
projection neurons in their upper layers that
are optimized to compute and send predic‑
tion errors, and therefore modulate (but do
not drive) perception and action. Conversely,
agranular cortices, without a fully expressed
layer IV and with fewer projection neurons
in their upper layers but many in their deep
layers, are optimized to drive (rather than
modulate) perception and action. Although
other authors have remarked that an active
inference approach inverts the processing
hierarchy of the brain40, one of our unique
contributions is incorporating the structural
model into the EPIC model to consider the
implications of this inversion for the role of
agranular cortices and their interoceptive
inferences within the brain.
Active inference in primary motor cortex
Friston and colleagues17,28,32 have recently
proposed that proprioceptive and kinaes‑
thetic perceptions of the body arise from
predictions through the same computational
principles of active inference as do visual
and auditory perceptions of the external
world, albeit with some notable differences.
Following an analysis of the cytoarchitecture
and function of the primary motor cortex
(M1) by Shipp41, Friston and colleagues
suggest that M1 is agranular (that is, it lacks
a fully expressed granular layer IV) and
issues motor predictions to the spinal cord
as deterministic commands to move the
body. Simultaneously, M1 sends somatosen‑
sory predictions to stimulate neurons in
the primary somatosensory cortex (S1) to
represent the anticipated proprioceptive and
kinaesthetic consequences of the movement.
These somatosensory predictions are akin
to ‘efference copies’ of corollary discharge that
enable the brain to track self-initiated move‑
ments42,43. According to this view, M1 should
be relatively ‘immune’ to prediction-error
signals that ascend from the motor periph‑
ery; if M1 did receive such signals, it would
infer that the intended movement had not
been executed correctly 28. Instead, accord‑
ing to Shipp et al.28, rather than the ascend‑
ing sensory input returning directly to M1,
prediction error computed in the motor
VOLUME 16 | JULY 2015 | 421
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Glossary
Agranular cortex

Granular cortex

An isocortical region with a relatively undifferentiated
layer II and layer III and lacking a fully expressed layer IV.

An isocortical region with six differentiated layers,
including a well-defined layer IV that contains many stellate
granule cells receiving thalamocortical inputs.

Allostasis
The process of activating physiological systems (such as
hormonal, autonomic or immune systems) with the aim of
returning the body to homeostasis.

Homeostasis
A set of dynamic functions (not a single set point) that
interact to maintain an optimal use of energy in the body
across all conditions at all times.

Bayesian approach to probability
Models for assessing the probability of an event (that is,
the posterior probability) based on the prior likelihood of
an event and the evidence currently available as to its
existence.

Interoception

Centrifugal

Interoceptive sensations

A proposed hierarchical organization whereby the
agranular and heteromodal association cortices form a
collection of hubs, from which connections to unimodal
sensory systems can be depicted as concentric rings.

Activity within the nervous system indexing the autonomic,
hormonal, visceral and immunological homeostatic signals
that collectively describe the physiological state of the
body — for example, concerning vagal signals, levels of
insulin or cortisol, heart rate, gastric distension or
inflammatory cytokine levels.

Corollary discharge
Signals generated by the motor cortex that influence or
inhibit the sensory processing of self-generated motor
actions. Such signals convey simultaneous ‘efference
copies’ of motor commands to sensory regions.

Default mode network
(DMN). A collection of midline and parietal brain
regions that show more activity when people are
constructing representations of the past and the future,
simulating the present or processing semantic and
conceptual content.

The perception and integration of autonomic, hormonal,
visceral and immunological homeostatic signals that
collectively describe the physiological state of the body.

Lamina I pathway
Small-diameter sensory fibres that carry ascending
interoceptive sensory signals (about muscle contractions in
blood vessels, temperature, pain, hormonal activity,
immunological inflammation and other variables) in the
lateral spinothalamic pathway.

Positive alliesthesia
Transformation of a sensation from aversive to pleasurable,
depending on the homeostatic needs of the body.

Degeneracy

Precision units

The capacity of a system to perform identical functions or
yield identical outputs with structurally different sets of
elements.

Pyramidal cells that represent prediction-error signals;
these cells modulate the activity of other neurons within a
cortical column according to confidence in the predictions
or the reliability of the incoming sensory signals.

Deterministic models
Mathematical models in which, given initial conditions
or parameter values, there is no variation in the
outcome.

Vagus nerve
Cranial nerve X, which carries ascending interoceptive
sensory information about internal organs and the enteric
nervous system.

Dysgranular cortex
An isocortical region defined by the presence of a
differentiated layer II and layer III, and a rudimentary
layer IV that contains stellate granule cells receiving
thalamocortical inputs.

periphery would be relayed to S1, where it
would update proprioceptive and kinematic
representations of the body that are subse‑
quently transmitted to M1 to ensure that
motor actions are executed as planned.
Moreover, Friston and colleagues go on
to suggest that within S1, attentional mecha‑
nisms reduce the gain of sensations that arise
from self-made actions, thereby reducing the
prediction error that is available to propagate
to M1. In summary, according to Friston
and colleagues’ active inference account, M1
receives little direct (that is, ascending) sen‑
sory input with which it can compute predic‑
tion error and receives little prediction error
from S1. In effect, the motor and sensorimo‑
tor predictions that are transmitted by M1 to

Visceromotor cortices
Agranular regions of isocortex and allocortex that
modulate the regulation of the autonomic nervous system
as well as of the hormonal and immune systems.

the spinal cord and the somatosensory cor‑
tex, respectively, are relatively insulated from
correction by prediction errors, such that M1
adjusts its predictions primarily by issuing
new predictions. As a consequence, motor
predictions from M1 are thought to function
more like deterministic models of actions that
are to be executed. By contrast, sensory cor‑
tices generate more-probabilistic predictions
about the causes of sensory input that are
continuously updated by prediction errors.
This active inference account of M1 and
its predictive capacities relies on several
assumptions that may require further con‑
sideration. First, M1 does in fact receive
ascending inputs from the thalamus, via the
basal ganglia and the cerebellum44,45. These
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inputs function as prediction errors to cor‑
rect the motor predictions that descend from
M1 to the spinal cord. As a consequence,
motor predictions from M1 might function
more like probabilistic (and less like deter‑
ministic) signals for action. Furthermore,
Barbas and García-Cabezas46 have identified
a fully expressed granular layer IV in M1 of
the macaque brain, suggesting that the rela‑
tive paucity of granular cells in M1 makes
this region distinct from other agranular
regions (such as the anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) and the anterior insula, which lack
such cells). (Interestingly, as the granular
layer in M1 is less developed than the granu‑
lar layer in S1 to which it projects, the struc‑
tural model still suggests similar predictive
dynamics to those proposed by Friston and
colleagues17.)
Nonetheless, Friston and colleagues’
elegant analysis of agranular architecture
in active inference28 can be applied more
generally to agranular cortices, notably
to the agranular limbic regions that regu‑
late visceral control of the body’s internal
milieu, (that is, to visceromotor cortices21,22).
Extending Friston and colleagues’ active
inference account in the context of the
structural model of cortical connectivity 11,149
enables us to propose new hypotheses about
the role of the agranular limbic cortices in
interoception as well as in general brain
function. Specifically, our analysis suggests
that agranular visceromotor cortices may be
the drivers of active interoceptive perception
within the brain.
Active interoceptive inference
Building on our integration of the active
inference account with the structural model,
we propose the EPIC model of interocep‑
tion. According to the EPIC model, there
is an interoceptive system in the brain in
which agranular cortices send visceromotor
predictions to the body and transmit intero‑
ceptive predictions about the viscerosensory
consequences of those predictions (BOX 2).
After describing this interoceptive system, we
describe how various cytoarchitectural con‑
straints might render agranular visceromotor
cortices less sensitive than the skeletomotor
system or sensory systems to prediction
errors, and consider the functional conse‑
quences for interoceptive perceptions and
broader brain dynamics.

The interoceptive system. On the basis of
tract-tracing and cytoarchitectonic studies
of the macaque brain18–26, the EPIC model
proposes that the human brain contains an
‘interoceptive system’ in the frontal cortex.
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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Box 2 | Hypotheses for the EPIC model of active interoceptive inference
Using the Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding (EPIC) model, we
prediction error. Evidence consistent with our second and third
can formulate four main hypotheses about how active inference can be
hypotheses has been provided by studies137,138 that report interoceptiveimplemented in interoception. According to this model, we suggest that
stimulus-related activity in the (dysgranular or granular) mid- and
agranular visceromotor cortices — including the cingulate cortex
posterior insula, and anticipatory activity in the (agranular) anterior insula.
(Brodmann area 24 (BA24), BA25 and BA32), the posterior ventral medial
Our fourth hypothesis is that the agranular visceromotor regions that
prefrontal cortex (BA14c), the posterior orbitofrontal cortex (BA13a) and send visceromotor and interoceptive predictions may be relatively
the most ventral portions of the anterior insula — estimate the balance
insensitive to prediction-error signals compared with regions that send
between the autonomic, metabolic and immunological resources that
exteroceptive predictions64. As a result, interoceptive predictions in
are available to the body, and the predicted requirements of the body,
the agranular visceromotor cortices may be fairly stable compared
based on past experience.
with the fluctuating state of the body and thus may alter predictions
Our first hypothesis is that these balance estimates enable these
more slowly than homeostatic information accrues in the
agranular visceromotor cortices to issue allostatic visceromotor
viscerosensory cortex and is forwarded to the visceromotor cortices.
predictions to the hypothalamus, brainstem and spinal cord nuclei to
AC, anterior cingulate; PL, prelimbic cortex. Box figure adapted with
maintain homeostasis within the internal milieu.
permission from REF. 139, Elsevier.
Our second hypothesis is that agranular
visceromotor cortices simultaneously
issue predictions of the interoceptive
Agranular cortex
Mid-sagittal
signals that are expected to arise as
view
Dysgranular cortex
consequences of those allostatic visceral
Granular cortex
changes to the primary interoceptive
sensory cortex (see the figure). As
Prediction signals
agranular cortices have relatively few
Prediction-error signals
projection neurons in their relatively
24(AC)
undifferentiated upper layers (layer II and
layer III) and no fully expressed layer IV,
32(AC)
they are poorly structured to compute and
send prediction error. However, they do
24(AC)
have many projection neurons in their
deeper layers (FIG. 1) and are thus well
25
equipped to send predictions.
32(PL)
Our third hypothesis is that the granular
Approximate region
Dorsal
14c
cortex in primary interoceptive sensory
of primary interoceptive
posterior
136
regions of the mid- and posterior insula
cortex
insula
are architecturally well suited for
computing and transmitting prediction
Ventral left
error and for propagating prediction-error
hemisphere
signals back to visceromotor regions to
modify predictions. Granular cortices have
a well-defined layer IV, such that incoming
sensory input from the thalamus can be
amplified and redistributed throughout the
cortical column. They also have many
13a
Ventral
projection neurons in layer II and layer III
anterior insula
that can compare predictions to incoming
14c
thalamic input to compute and send

This system is composed of agranular vis‑
ceromotor cortices that stretch along the
medial wall of the cerebral cortex from the
mid-cingulate cortex and the ACC (that
is, Brodmann area 24 (BA24), BA25 and
BA32) into the posterior ventromedial pre‑
frontal cortex (posterior vmPFC; BA14c);
laterally into the posterior orbitofrontal
cortex (posterior BA13a); and finally pos‑
terolaterally into the anterior insula, the
ventral extent of which is also agranular
(see the figure in BOX 2). Collectively,
these visceromotor regions project to
the spinal cord via a set of connections
that cascade through the amygdala, the
ventral striatum, the hypothalamus and
the periaqueductal grey 22,47–52. Extending

Friston and colleagues’ analysis of M1
(REFS 17,28,32) to agranular cortices more
generally, we propose that the visceromo‑
tor cortices generate autonomic, hormonal
and immunological predictions to adjust
how the internal systems of the body deploy
autonomic, metabolic and immunological
resources to deal with the sensory world
— not as it is right now, but as the brain
predicts it will be in a moment from now.
These visceromotor predictions underlie
most of the body’s allostatic and anticipa‑
tory responses to moment-by‑moment phys‑
ical movements and mental challenges.
At the same time as visceromotor predic‑
tions are issued to maintain homeostasis or to
enable allostasis, the deep layers of agranular
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visceromotor cortices send the same informa‑
tion via connections23 to another part of the
interoceptive system: the supragranular layers
of the (granular) mid-to-posterior insular
cortex, which serves as the primary interocep‑
tive cortex 19,53. Once there, these interoceptive
predictions initiate a pattern of activity that
represents expected interoceptive sensations.
Interoceptive signals that result from changes
in the viscera, muscles and skin ascend via
the lamina I pathway and vagal afferents in the
nucleus of the solitary tract, the parabrachial
nucleus and the thalamus, before arriving at
the granular layer (layer IV) of the primary
interoceptive cortex 54. Following our EPIC
model, we hypothesize that these afferent
interoceptive signals are amplified within
VOLUME 16 | JULY 2015 | 423
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layer IV and expanded into the cortical col‑
umns of the mid- and posterior insula, which
then computes the difference between the
predicted interoceptive signal and the actual
interoceptive signal as prediction error. The
prediction-error signal is then propagated
from the supragranular layers of the mid- and
posterior insula back to the deep layers of the
visceromotor regions, where the predictions
originated.
Prediction error in agranular cortex. By
analogy to Friston and colleagues’ analysis,
we suggest that agranular visceromotor
cortices are less responsive to predictionerror signals than are more-granular
cortices. First, without many projection
neurons in layer II and layer III, and lack‑
ing a fully expressed layer IV, agranular
visceromotor cortices lack the cytoarchi‑
tecture that computes and sends prediction
errors efficiently (BOXES 1,2). Without a
layer IV, thalamic information that reaches
agranular visceromotor cortices will not
be expanded and amplified into the rest
of the column, limiting the capacity of the
column to compute prediction error: fewer
neurons in the upper layers of such col‑
umns are available to propagate whatever
prediction error is computed. Furthermore,
we would expect agranular visceromotor
regions to be less sensitive to ascending
spinal signals than is M1, because M1
receives ascending spinal afferents from
the cerebellum, whereas the visceromotor
cortices probably receive very light projec‑
tions, although these have not been fully
verified44. Visceromotor cortices do receive
projections from basal ganglia structures
via the thalamus, but there are far fewer
thalamus–basal ganglia projections than
there are projections going in the other
direction (that is, from the basal ganglia
to the thalamus) or other thalamocortical
projections (that is, from the thalamus to
the other parts of frontal cortex)45,55,56. (For
example, the basal ganglia project heav‑
ily via the thalamus (and also, to a lesser
extent, the amygdala) to the motor regions
of the cingulate cortices and to the viscero‑
motor subgenual ACC (BA25)57–59, whereas
they project sparsely to other visceromotor
regions in the posterior vmPFC and in the
posterior orbitofrontal cortex 60.) In addi‑
tion to these structural considerations,
visceral sensations are noisy 61 and ascend
to the cortex via the largely unmyelinated
vagus nerve62, where precision-weighting
units may reduce the transmission of
ascending signals. As discussed above, the
widely distributed control networks in the

brain implement precision weighting of
incoming sensory input by modulating the
activity of precision units in the upper layers
of cortical columns33–38.
We propose that once prediction-error
signals reach agranular visceromotor
regions (either directly but minimally,
or indirectly via the primary interocep‑
tive cortex), a limited set of outcomes can
occur. Visceromotor regions can modulate
their outputs to the body by issuing new
visceral predictions to the spinal cord that
can actively generate the sensory input
required to confirm the prediction. In addi‑
tion, visceromotor cortices simultaneously
transmit new interoceptive predictions
to the mid- and posterior insula that will
minimize the subsequent prediction errors.
The anterior insula and the ACC — through
their involvement in the intrinsic executive
control and attention networks33–38 — can
further reduce the sampling or process‑
ing of the internal environment to reduce
prediction error. Unlike most other cortical
regions, the visceromotor circuitry can also
direct sensory sampling to resolve intero‑
ceptive prediction errors by regulating the
thalamic reticular nucleus55 and thus gating
incoming interoceptive input to the cortex
in a highly specific manner. In this way, vis‑
ceromotor cortices can effectively modulate
the gain on corticothalamic and thalamo‑
cortical communications and thereby
implement a potent form of interoceptive
attention.
Interoceptive sensation is largely prediction. The active interoceptive inference
perspective of the EPIC model posits that
homeostatic–allostatic control and intero‑
ception are unified within an integrated
neural architecture. Using expectations
about the world that are based on past
experience (that is, empirical prior prob‑
abilities), agranular circuitry estimates the
body’s upcoming autonomic, metabolic
and immunological needs. These estimates
not only function as predictions of which
visceromotor changes are required in the
next instance — that is, as visceromotor
intentions — they are also interoceptive
predictions. When prediction errors are
small, interoceptive perceptions derive
from simulated interoceptive sensations
(that is, from interoceptive predictions
or, in Bayesian terms, the posterior prob‑
ability estimate); they are the brain’s best
hypothesis, based on past experiences, as
to the cause of current sensations (and
form the bases for interoceptive prior
probability distributions that the brain will
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use to generate future predictions). The
brain implements visceromotor intentions
— thereby generating the interoceptive
consequences that have been predicted
— such that perceptions follow actions
(rather than the other way around).
Furthermore, by extending Friston and
colleagues’ analysis of M1, agranular vis‑
ceromotor cortices are less sensitive to pre‑
diction error than are the granular cortices
of exteroceptive sensory systems, such as
those that process visual or auditory infor‑
mation (for the reasons discussed in the
section ‘Prediction error in agranular cor‑
tex’; also see FIG. 1). This means that intero‑
ceptive perception is largely a construction
of beliefs that are kept in check by the
actual state of the body (rather than vice
versa). What you experience is in large part
a reflection of what your brain predicts is
going on inside your body, based on past
experience. An example of how the process
unfolds can be found in Supplementary
information S2 (box).
If the EPIC account of interoception is
correct, then interoceptive predictions in
agranular cortices would be more stable
than the ever-changing internal milieu of
the body and would update predictions
more slowly than the rate at which ascend‑
ing sensory input accrues in primary
viscerosensory cortex (BOX 2). This dispar‑
ity may account for the long ‘half-life’ of
the autonomic nervous system63. Indeed,
evidence from a recent study provides sup‑
port for this hypothesis: the (dysgranular
or granular) dorsal mid-insula response to
food images was attenuated by increases in
circulating glucose levels (a homeostatic
marker of energy availability), whereas
the (agranular) anterior insula response to
these images was unaffected by changes in
glucose levels64.
Visceromotor cortices, despite being
relatively insensitive to interoceptive pre‑
diction error, are influenced (via connec‑
tions to the vmPFC) by predictions from
other agranular cortices, such as the hip‑
pocampus and other agranular regions of
the default mode network (DMN). As a con‑
sequence, in a normally functioning brain,
predictions from agranular cortices are less
constrained by the current state of the body,
enabling future-oriented visceromotor pre‑
dictions to drive the body towards antici‑
pated homeostasis. This allostatic control is
constrained primarily by prediction errors
that come from the extended interocep‑
tive cortical system, as well as by the limbic
regions from which the network receives
connections.
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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Visceromotor prediction within the wider
brain. It may be tempting to view the
interoceptive system, as outlined in the
EPIC model, as a modular system. However,
the brain has a small-world architecture,
whereby closely clustered nodes make up
neighbourhoods that are connected into
networks via long-range pathways65,66. This
small-world architecture is augmented by
‘rich-club’ hubs (that is, highly connected
nodes), which are the locations where
intrinsic brain networks overlap with one
another and which serve as the brain’s
‘backbone’ for neural communication and
synchrony 67,68. Several agranular visceromo‑
tor regions — including the anterior insula
and the cingulate cortices — are rich-club
hubs68, prompting the hypothesis that
agranular visceromotor cortices send predic‑
tions to and receive prediction-error signals
from cortices with greater laminar differ‑
entiation in an effort to create the kind of
synchronized brain activity that is necessary
for consciousness.
These visceromotor rich-club regions are
part not only of the interoceptive system,
but also of the intrinsic control and atten‑
tion networks33,36–38,69,70. The anterior insula
is a key hub in olfactory 71 and gustatory 72
networks, as well as in the brain’s multimodal
network, which integrates visual, auditory
and somatosensory networks73. According
to our EPIC account, agranular visceromo‑
tor cortices inform the rest of the brain of
interoceptive changes by sending predictions
to these intrinsic networks that are based
on anticipated visceromotor consequences.
Thus, the visceromotor cortices can modu‑
late attentional, sensory and behavioural
responses to stimuli that are homeostatically
relevant (for instance, in the case of positive
alliesthesia74,75). In this way, the anterior insula
and the cingulate cortices help to create a
multisensory representation of the body in
the world so that what you see, hear and feel
is influenced by your interoceptive predic‑
tions. The result is a multisensory represen‑
tation of the world from the perspective of
someone with a body 31,76,77. The portions of
the vmPFC that make up part of the viscero‑
motor cortex belong to the DMN (which is
also known as the ‘mentalizing network’)
and could therefore transmit anticipated
homeostatic consequences to the rest of that
network as predictions during phenomena
that robustly engage this network, such as
semantic and conceptual processing, imagery,
mind wandering, memory, empathy 15, person
perception, mental-state inference, selfrelated processing, valuation and language
processing, among others78–82.

The fact that the agranular visceromotor
cortices are key hubs in neural communica‑
tion networks across the entire brain67,68
ensures that interoceptive representations are
a central part of every mental event. This view
is wholly consistent with embodied accounts
of perception, cognition and emotion31,83,84
(see Supplementary information S3 (box)),
and may explain why affective properties such
as pleasure, displeasure and arousal — which
are thought to be rooted in interoception
— are fundamental properties of conscious
experience85. The picture emerging here is
one in which neural representations of the
world that underlie perception and action
are, in many cases, directed more by the
homeostatic relevance of information than
by the need for accuracy and completeness in
representing the outside world. If the intero‑
ceptive system provides efference copies to
multiple sensory systems86 and thus forms
the basis for unified conscious experience,
then the EPIC model offers a new avenue for
considering deficits in sensory integration
(such as in autism spectrum disorders86,87).
Similarly, aberrant predictions may also
explain why pathophysiology within the
regions that mediate interoception is associ‑
ated with depression and other illnesses88–90,
as discussed below.
Implications for illnesses
The EPIC model predicts that aberrant
interoceptive predictions can lead to chronic
physical burdens that result in various mental
and physical illnesses — particularly dis‑
orders of mood, appetite and metabolism.
Here, we describe one example: depression.
Many of the key regions that have been impli‑
cated in the pathophysiology of depression,
such as the subgenual and subcallosal ACC
and the anterior insula58,91,92, are agranular
visceromotor limbic regions within the inter‑
oceptive system that is proposed here. It is
well known that structural abnormalities and
chronically hyperactive metabolism within
agranular visceromotor regions precede
the onset of depression (for example, see
REFS 93,94). According to the EPIC model,
the predictions that result from these struc‑
turally or functionally abnormal visceromo‑
tor regions may result in a break-down of
body systems that are needed to maintain
homeostasis in response to stressors or eve‑
ryday events that are perceived as stressors.
In the long term, this chronic imbalance
— which is caused by constantly predict‑
ing the need for more metabolic energy
to meet the demands of stressors95 — can
produce the well-known depression-related
disruption and eventual downregulation of
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hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal (HPA)-axis
negative-feedback loops, resulting in chronic
hypercortisolaemia96 (but see REF. 97). This
in turn can promote a pro-inflammatory
state that is associated with increased levels of
cytokines and activated immune biochemical
pathways98.
The vagus nerve brings information about
endocrine and immune functions from the
periphery to the viscerosensory cortex in
the mid- and posterior insula99,100. As a con‑
sequence of the peripheral endocrine and
immune changes brought about by HPA-axis
overactivity and pro-inflammatory states,
afferent interoceptive input may become
increasingly decoupled from the specific
interoceptive predictions that are issued by
the agranular visceromotor cortex, lead‑
ing to increased prediction-error signals.
This decoupling may present in the brain as
“noisy afferent interoceptive inputs” (REF. 101).
Active inference accounts typically posit that
the brain deals with noisy prediction errors
by decreasing the gain on cortical pyramidal
neurons that function like precision units
to regulate outputs from error-prediction
computations, thereby reducing (or in some
cases increasing) the influence of these out‑
puts, on the basis of the relative confidence
in the descending predictions28 (reviewed
in REF. 86). As a result — at least in the short
term, when ascending sensory input is noisy
or imprecise — the active inference frame‑
work hypothesizes that prediction errors
will be resolved by maintaining predictions
and reducing attention to the sensory input
or by actively continuing to drive auto‑
nomic, metabolic and immune systems in
the body to generate the predicted sensory
input. This would set up a positive-feedback
cycle whereby autonomic, endocrine102 and
immune changes lead to enhanced, but even
noisier, ascending interoceptive sensory
input. This prediction error may then be
ignored, allowing further costs to the body’s
systems to accumulate. As the autonomic,
endocrine and immune systems have a finite
range of activity over which they can func‑
tion, it is unlikely that these prediction-error
signals can be ignored indefinitely.
We speculate that as the prodromal
depressive illness progresses, the enhanced
prediction-error signals may eventually
overcome the inherent insensitivity of the
agranular visceromotor cortex. The point at
which this would occur would be related to
individual differences in the presence and
quality of precision units as well as in the
connectivity between regions103 that enable
the propagation of noisy prediction-error
signals up the active inference hierarchy.
VOLUME 16 | JULY 2015 | 425
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When this happens, we hypothesize that, in
a bid to ultimately reduce prediction error,
limbic visceromotor cortices begin guiding
the body towards a constellation of sickness
behaviours104 associated with fatigue105 and
negative affect 100 that are designed to reduce
activity and energy expenditure. Collectively,
these behaviours would be the initial behav‑
ioural symptoms of depression. When
the attempts of the visceromotor regions
to reduce interoceptive prediction error
become extreme enough, the system tips
into depression, anxiety or another of the
syndromes that are associated with struc‑
tural and processing abnormalities in the
regions implicated in interoception90,91,106.
If this account is correct, then two
hypotheses should follow: first, depression
should be associated with abnormal intero‑
ceptive activity in the mid- or posterior
insula viscerosensory cortex; and second,
the strength of the connections between
this region and the agranular visceromotor
cortices should be positively associated with
the severity of an individual’s depression.
Indeed, we have recently demonstrated that
both are the case9. When undergoing func‑
tional MRI (fMRI), unmedicated depressed
adults had altered activity in the dorsal midinsula while performing an interoceptive
attention task, and the activity in this region
was negatively correlated with their score
on standard clinical measures of depres‑
sion severity. In addition, the depressionseverity scores of these same individuals
were positively correlated with the intrinsic
connectivity between the dorsal mid-insula
and a host of regions that have previously
been implicated in depression, including
the visceromotor subgenual ACC and the
anterior insula.
Our EPIC model may also inform
treatment of depression and some anxiety
disorders. For example, deep brain stimula‑
tion of the connections that project out of
the subcallosal cingulate cortex in a region
of the visceromotor system (particularly in
BA25) is effective in remitting treatmentresistant depression107,108. This is consistent
with the suggestion that the propagation of
heightened interoceptive predictions from
BA25 through the cingulum bundle and
uncinate fasciculus to the salience network
and the DMN contributes to depression109,
and with the finding that evoked activity
in BA25 is reduced after treatment 107,108,110.
Likewise, cognitive behavioural therapy
(CBT) decreases activity in agranular
cingulate cortex in depression111. In addi‑
tion, similar results with CBT have been
observed in the anterior insula in anxiety

disorders112. In a Bayesian sense, the effects
of CBT may reflect changes in the way that
precision-weighting pyramidal cells in the
viscerosensory cortex adjust the weight of
prediction-error signals that are commu‑
nicated to agranular cortices, thus altering
the sampling of inputs that become the
‘empirical priors’ in subsequent predictions.
Interestingly, emerging evidence indicates
that the activity within agranular viscero‑
motor cortices predicts whether CBT or
pharmacotherapy will be more effective as
a treatment option113,114.
Perhaps our most speculative but innova‑
tive hypothesis concerns the relationship
between interoceptive predictions and cer‑
tain physical illnesses that often co‑occur
with depression, such as diabetes, heart
disease and cancer 115. Aberrant interoceptive
predictions and the compounding allostatic
consequences that may result could help to
explain the links among these disorders. For
example, many of the same regions within
the interoceptive system that show morpho‑
logical changes in psychiatric illness90 and
chronic pain116 also show morphological
changes with accumulated stress across the
lifespan117 and leave individuals more vul‑
nerable to these metabolic illnesses and with
increased risk of mortality 118, particularly if
this stress occurred in childhood119. All of
these illnesses are also linked to homeostatic
and inflammatory mechanisms.
Furthermore, if, as we speculate, intero‑
ceptive predictions are the basis for many
normal anticipatory physiological phenom‑
ena (such as the cardiac and respiratory
changes associated with stress, and the
cephalic-phase insulin response, whereby
insulin levels rise simply at the sight or smell
of food120), then pathophysiology within
the interoceptive system may result in aber‑
rant endocrine and autonomic responses
to stress and food cues. To date, studies of
interoception in the context of diabetes,
obesity and related metabolic disorders have
primarily focused on the hypothalamus and
the nucleus of the solitary tract for nutrient
sensing, and on the locus coeruleus and the
lateral tegmental area for the regulation of
sympathetic nervous system activation. The
fact that these subcortical structures project
to regions in the interoceptive system or
are closely connected to it — especially the
insula and a visceromotor map in M1 and
M2 (REF. 121) — strongly suggests that dys‑
regulation within the interoceptive system
may be involved in some physical illnesses,
and thus these physical disorders may share
a common neural substrate with mood
disorders.
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Conclusion
In this Opinion article, we have integrated
the active inference account with the struc‑
tural model of corticocortical connectivity
to extend prior predictive-coding accounts
of interoception. Our EPIC model repre‑
sents the detailed anatomical implementa‑
tion of the active inference framework,
recognizing that lamination gradients
within cortical architecture offer clues to
the computations that occur within vari‑
ous regions during interoception (beyond
merely the anterior insula; see BOX 3). The
EPIC model also recognizes that homeo‑
statically derived interoceptive predictions
and prediction errors might have an impor‑
tant role in coordinating communication in
brain networks, and that aberrant intero‑
ceptive predictions might account for some
common chronic illnesses.
As with any novel approach, much
research is required to verify the hypotheses
we have proposed here. In particular, EPIC
(as well as other predictive-coding accounts
of interoception12–14) would benefit from a
systematic attempt to verify the interocep‑
tive system in the human brain, perhaps
using resting-state connectivity analyses.
The low-frequency fluctuations in bloodoxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD) signal
that define resting-state connectivity MRI
in humans are anatomically constrained
by the structural connectivity of brain net‑
works122–125. Such resting-state BOLD data
would be particularly important for under‑
standing the connectivity of the anterior
insula, as macaques lack a homologue of the
human anterior insula and so cannot be used
to study this in great depth6,24. Moreover,
such data may help to resolve an underspeci‑
fied aspect of the model — namely, whether
the anterior insula issues visceromotor pre‑
dictions directly to the hypothalamus and
brainstem47, issues them indirectly via the
subgenual ACC58 or sends interoceptive pre‑
dictions indirectly through the multimodal
integration network73.
Relatedly, recent developments in ultrahigh-resolution laminar fMRI126 may allow
tests of the EPIC model’s hypotheses about
interoceptive prediction and predictionerror computations within specific laminae.
Likewise, advanced electrocorticography
techniques could be used to assess the tem‑
poral dynamics of information processing
between visceromotor and viscerosensory
cortices.
Finally, as viscerosensory signals prob‑
ably undergo substantial signal condition‑
ing in the brainstem, further work should
specify the effects of the brainstem and
www.nature.com/reviews/neuro
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Box 3 | The insular cortex as a focus in models of interoception
For many years, interoception has been studied as a bottom‑up, sensory-driven phenomenon that
is linked to the neuroanatomy of the ascending homeostatic lamina I and vagal pathways that
bring interoceptive sensations to the brain54. Other approaches to understanding interoception
have focused on the structure and function of the anterior insula, because of its importance in
interoceptive awareness and sensitivity (for example, see REFS 6,140). Both lines of research reflect
an assumption that the brain simply reads out signals from the various interoceptive channels (such
as those relating to the heart, respiration, digestion, pain, metabolism or immune function) and
initiates action if and when those signals diverge too greatly from homeostatic set points. More
recently, Craig6 suggested that the insular cortex plays a part in transforming ascending
interoceptive signals into a ‘global emotional moment’, with the anterior insula being a crucial area
for human awareness.
The anterior insula also has a key role in recent active inference accounts of
interoception13,14, in which it is thought to compare predictions and prediction errors (rather
than issue predictions and receive prediction errors that are computed within the more
granular cortical regions; see BOX 2). In this approach, the anterior insula is the basis of
conscious ‘presence’ and emotional awareness. In contrast to these approaches, our
Embodied Predictive Interoception Coding (EPIC) model does not focus on the anterior insula
as a necessary area for consciousness or emotional awareness per se. This is because, in this
model, multiple pathways within the combined cortical interoceptive network and the
ascending pathways can construct interoceptive perceptions — reflecting degeneracy in the
system141,142 — thereby making conscious presence and emotional awareness more resilient to
brain injury. Indeed, two rare patients (known as Roger and Boswell) with bilateral destruction
of the anterior insula (and most of their limbic circuitry) both show remarkably preserved
affective experience, self-awareness and conscious ‘presence’ — that is, the psychological
phenomena on which interoceptive predictions depend143–145. Our EPIC model also explains
why bilateral insula lesions can result in profound viscerosensory interoceptive deficits146,
a finding that implies that the insula has a functional role that is more circumscribed than the
concept of emotional awareness, which is probably broadly mediated by multiple networks
distributed throughout the brain.
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subcortical structures on the interoceptive
system. For example, future research should
clarify how information processing in the
brainstem mediates the viscerosensory
signals that are sent to the cortex, and the
extent to which the brainstem and subcorti‑
cal structures contribute directly to active
inference — for instance, by computing
prediction errors.
Understanding the brain as issuing and
sculpting interoceptive inferences genuinely
inverts the traditional functional hierarchy,
such that agranular (limbic) cortices are no
longer assigned the function of reacting to
stimulation from the world, but are instead
anticipating it. Rather than interoceptive
perceptions being solely the representation
of afferent sensory input from the body, they
can be thought of as inferences about the
sensory consequences of homeostatic budg‑
eting that are implemented as upcoming
visceromotor commands; these inferences
are constrained by error signals that result
from the failure of previous predictions to
accurately account for incoming interocep‑
tive sensations127. Prediction errors have the
capacity to feed back up the active inference
hierarchy to sculpt future visceromotor out‑
puts and predictions. In this way, representa‑
tions that are built from previous experience
drive neural activity and are modulated or

constrained by actual sensory input from the
internal milieu of the body. In the most gen‑
eral terms, interoceptive perceptions — that
is, what is experienced — derive from the
brain’s best guess about the causes of events
in the body, with incoming sensory inputs
keeping those guesses in check. According to
the EPIC model, not only has your past vis‑
cerosensory experience reached forward to
create your present experience, but how your
body feels now will again project forward
to influence what you will feel in the future.
It is an elegantly orchestrated self-fulfilling
prophecy, embodied within the architecture
of the nervous system.
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